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Devices Cor inhaling Dedication, for instance

for asthma patient*, are very cannon nowadaya. Already

known ate so-called multi-dose inhalers, wherein one

powdered (or liquid) dose at a tine is transported free a

5 reservoir to a nixing space, whereafter, after suction,

the Dedication reaches the bronchial tubes of the user

via the mouth. Inhaler devices further exist wherein one

or sore doses arranged in a blistar pack are placed in a

device, whereafter the Dedication can be inhaled after

10 piercing of the blister pack. It la also known to inhale

f poo an inhaler device the content of a capsule which

oust fixat be pierced or divided.

Proa the American patent specification

S.C23.166 an inhaler device is known wherein a
IS disc-shaped blister pack ia rotated each cine and

perforated by s pin which can be operated by a coil

spring. This construction ls relatively complicated and

expensive and is not suitable as disposable inhaler

device; only the blister pack is discarded,

20 Ths present invention has for its object to

provide a disposable Inhaler device which can be

manufactured in large tmnbere at relatively low cost

price; the diDsnslons thereof can retain extremely snail,

so that the user can readily cake along one or core of

JS each inhaler devices and throw then away after use.

The present invention provides s device for

inhaling Dedication, comprising*

- a first housing part provided with one or

aore cavities in which a dose of s pre-datemined
10 quantity of Dedication can be arranged; and

- a second housing part which is fixed

substantially oon-rsleaaahly to the first bousing part.

a

wherein the first and second housing parts are
movable relative to one another between a firat position
wherein the cavities with powdered Dedication are closed
and a second position in which the Interior of one of the

S cavities la placed in connection with an air path and the

Dedication can be inhaled.

In a first preferred embodiment the movable
part Is rotatable, wherein a number of cavities for the
Dedication for dispensing is accommodated In ths

10 rotatable part. It is however also conceivable for the

first and second bousing parts to be mutually slldable.

The rotatable part ia preferably rotatable in one
direction and a clear click is audible and can be clearly

felt as soon as s dose is rotated to the dispensing

IS position, if the rotatable part is accidentally revolved
too far without a dose being inhaled, this dose is again
closed off froo the environment with further rotation.

Since in ths preferred embodiment the device is blocked

after the last doss has been rotated into the air path, a

20 dose which has been revolved too far further remains

inaecoaslbla.

In a further preferred embodiment the device is

enclosed by a liquid-tight and/or airtight packaging in

order to prevent the medication becoming ooist (and

25 possibly lenpy) and/or losing its activity over a longer

period of time. On this outer wrapper can be further

arranged information relevant to the product and lt also

serves as guarantee for the user that the device la

definitely safe and has not been used before, h number of

30 devices according to the present invention can also be

arranged in a bl later- type packaging.

The number of doses can anoint to one, for

instance in the case of morphine, but can also amount to

four or Dore, for instance sufficient for use in one

2S week.

Further preferred cmbodioeats solve ths problem

of inexpert use of an inhaler device according to the

present inventions closing oeass are for instance
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provided herein for closing of ff a doe* of medication so
that it cannot fall out of the device without being
inhaled when this latter ia upside down, and/or blocking
means for blocking the mutual rotation movement in upelde

5 down position of the device.

Further advantages, features end details of the

present invention will be elucidated on the basis of the
following description of a preferred embodiment thereof

with reference to the annexed drawings. In which:

10 Xig.l shows an isometric bottom view of e

preferred embodiment of a device according to the present
invent ion;

fig. 2 ehows en isometric top view of the

preferred embodiment shown in fig. 1;

15 fig. 3 Is -a top view of a component ox the

preferred embodiment shown in fig. 1 and 2;

fig. 4 shows a disassembled view of the device

shown in fig. l and 2, wherein the copponent of fig. 3 ia

filled with medication;

20 fig. 5 la a view In croes-eectlen along the

line v-v of fig. 2;

fig. € shows a partly broken-away perspective .

view of a further preferred embodiment of the device

according to the present invention;

25 fig. 7A and 7B show respective partly broken -

away views of s further preferred embodiment of a devlca

according to the present invention In a first

respectively second position;

fig. I Is i partly broken-away perspective view
30 of a further preferred embodiment of a device according

to the present invention;

fig. 9 ehows a partly broken -oway perspective

view of a further preferred embodiment according to the

present Invention;

35 fig. 10 is a partly broken-away perspective

view of a further preferred embodiment according to the

present invention

;
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fig. 11 Is a partly broken-away perspective
view of a further preferred embodiment according to the
present invention;

fig. 12 is a partly broken-away perspective
S view of a further preferred embodiment according to the

present invention; and

fig. 13 shows a partly broken-away perspective
view of a further preferred embodiment according to the
present invention.

10 A device l (fig. 1-S) is preferably packed in a
packaging 2 which ia in any case (water-) vapour-tight
but preferably also airtight, such sa a blister pack, a
foil 3 of which can be pulled off a short time before
use. Device l further comprises a mouthpiece « which is

15 provided on the top aide with a ralaed edge 5 in order to

ensure that the device is inserted to the correct
distance, but not too far, into the mouth, in an
embodiment which ia not shown, the device can be arranged
in a blister-type packaging in which for instance four or

20 air devices are included, of which one at • time can then
be preased through the blister pack.

Mouthpiece 4 is preferably formed integrally
with a housing part 10 (see in particular fig. 4) and
oompriaea a central bush 6 with a slightly flexible wall

25 part 7 which ia separated from wall part 7 via gaps 33,

one of which Is visible. Situated on the top side la a

suction opening 9 with ribs 11 extending thereover. Vben
the air ia sucked in for Instance et a minimum quantity
of 20 litres per minute, the air moving over the cavity

30 is drawn in and the powder from the cavity is carried
along by the airflow. In the ahown preferred embodiment
the air resistance is moderate, i.e. a user with low
sucking power can also draw the powder from the cavity.

On the top the component 10 is preferably further
35 provided with markings (4. 3, 2 respectively 1J

indicating the number of doses still to be Inhaled. A
lower housing part 12. preferably provided with gripping
surfaces 13, Is rotatable relative to housing part 10.
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In another preferred embodiment (not shown) a
suction opening can also be arranged in the bottom in
order to further reduce the air resistance and to prevent
the air resistance becoming too great if the user should

5 accidentally place a finger on one of the two suction
openings.

as shown clearly in fig. 3, the part 12 ia

provided with a protrusion 14 far the counting mechanism,
while it is further provided with cavities 16 , 17, IB and

10 19 for receiving powdered medication preferably poured
therein. In addition to cavities 16-19, recesses 21. 32,

33, 24 and 25 are arranged for strengthening the
structure, saving plaatic material and preventing

moisture from entering cavities 16-19. Arranged around a
15 blind hole SO are obliquely rising wall parts 26. 27, 29

and 39. each co-acting with flexible wall part 7 on
housing part 10 during rotation thereof, wherein
protruding part 14 co-rotates. A gap 32 is shown in fig.

4 adjacently of flexible wall part 7.

2° After cavities 16. 17. II and 19 have been
filled with inhalable powder, housing part 10 is locked
in snapping aanner on lower housing part 13 such that in
practice the device cannot be opened by the user. After
the snap connect tan the device ia situated in the neutral

25 position or starting position shows in fig. 2, wherein
protrusion 14 indicates that four doses are still

available, if the user wishes to inhale a dose, the lower
housing part 12 is rotated, wherein flexible wall part 7

rotstea along the protruding wall part 26 and falls
30 between wall parts 26 and 27 with a clicking sound which

can also be felt. In tola situation (and In the case of
subsequent rotation between the other markings ahown in

fig. 2) an air path is left clear over the relevant

cavity and the powder is carried out of the cavity into
35 the mouthpiece by the underpressure generated by the

airflow.

rig. 5 further ehows clearly that the upper
part has a substantially conical surface, which connects
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onto s conical surface on the lower part situated beneath
a snap edge. Between the upper and the lower part a
minimal distance (d) is left clear so aa to avoid
problems in respect of the tolerances in the applied

5 injection moulding technique; use is preferably made of a
high-grade, injection-mouldable plastic which can for
instance be re-used for other purposes.

As ahown particularly in fig. 3, whan in the
shown preferred embodiment the flexible wall part arrives

10 in the end position between the standing end portions of
edge parts 39 and 31. in which position the device is
blocked against further rotation, the user knows that the
inhaler can be discarded, which is indicated by the
counting mechanism which no longer points to a number of

IS still available doses.

After rotating the disc the user can easily
suck on the device according to the present invention,

this requiring a comparatively simply hand-mouth

coordination. In addition, a dosage of Dedication (for

20 some medicines with addition of carrier material (such as

lactose)) is preferable dispensed in the cavities such

that the user feels in mouth and throat cavities that

inhalation has taken place.

In a second preferred embodiment of a device 40

35 (fig. 6) according to the present invention, component 44

is provided for the purpose of strengthening the ratchet

mechanism with two pawls 47 and 48, of which pawl 49 is

partly broken away in fig. 6 and which both fall Into the

recesses between Inclining protrusions 45. 46, four of

10 which axe arranged on coeponent 42 in this embodiment

with four dosages.

The blocking or end stop sfter inhaling of the

final dose then preferably takes place by means of

protrusion 49. which also indicates the number of doses

3S still to be used and, after the final dose, falls in a

aanner not ahown into a recess on the outside of

component 42 or clasps against the mouthpiece of

component 44.
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Id order to prevent mutual rotation of

component* 42 and 44 taking place in tbe Up*Ida down

position of device 40. a blocking element si ia arranged

In a recese SO In component 42, which element, in the

S caae of reverie 1 aa according to arrow A, will drop due

to lt« own weight into a respective receea 52 in

coqponent 44 which haa a smaller depth than recces 50

such that rotation is then blocked. The number of

recesses in component 44 will correspond to the number of

10 cavities in which medicinal powder ia received. It will

be apparent that it is possible to suffice with one

cavity when the blocking eleoent is centrally arranged In

the point of rotation.

tn the embodiment according to fig. 7A and 7B.

IS which is provided for inatance with seven doses of powder

for inhaling, the medicine is only released when

inhalation takes place. In the device CO a valve (1

blocking the airflow is arranged pivotal ly on a shaft S3,

while in the position of valve 61 ahown in fig. 7A,

20 wherein the airflow is blocked, the dose of medic Ice ia

covered using a slldable valve eleoent 64.

In the ease of (gentle) Inhalation, as

indicated with arrows B respectively C in fig. 7B, valve

SI pivots on shaft 62 and elide valve 64 is displaced in

25 the direction of arrow D, so that dose d is released and

can be inhaled. Slide valve 64 displaces for instance

under the influence of a spring element, the force of

which in the direction of arrow o la checked in closed

position of valve 61, for instance using s finger. When

30 disc 63 is rotated to the following dose, slide 64 is

moved back to the position closing off tbe following

dose.

If the preferred embodiment of fig. a is held

upside down while a dose e is in open communication with

35 mouthpiece 71. this powder will fall into a collecting

space 72 formed on mouthpiece 71. while on the inside of

suction pert 71 a rib 73 ia further arranged which forms

»

a barricade preventing medicinal powder from felling out
of the inhaler device.

Because in device 70 as according to fig. 8 the
air supply opening 74 Is situated in the correct position

5 on the underside, the powder will not be able to leave
the device therethrough In the reversed position.

In tbe embodiment BO of tig. 5 of a device
according to the present invention, a cylindrical part 02

in placed in the air inlet part 83 close to the centre of
10 diac 01. A closing lip 04 is fixed to the tube 87. During

inhaling tbe closing lip 04 is lifted by the airflow and
an opening is left clear through which the powder can be

inhaled by suction over the cavity in which the oedicinal
powder is situated. It is possible in a manner not ahown

15 to provide device 80 with a spring, element to force back
the cylindrical part. In another preferred embodiment
(not ahown) It la conceivable for cylindrical part 82 to

be moved back by a ratchet mechanism during rotation of

disc 81.

20 in the embodiment 90 (fig. 10) of a device

according to the present invention, the dispensing
opening is covered using a foil 91 so that the powder P

cannot fall out of the receiving cavity. During
inhalation the foil will be lifted, whereby the powder

2S will be drawn along. The foil is for instance fixed using
a plastic part for locking thereof.

In the embodiment 95 of fig. 11, a slide 96 In

which an opening 9? is arranged ia moved outward during

inhaling until opening 97 is situated above the cavity
30 for the powder, so that the powder is drawn along by the

inhaling airflow. with further rotation of disc 90 the

slide 96 is urged back into a position closing the

following cavity.

In preferred embodiment 100 (fig. 12) according
35 to the present invention the air is drawn in via arrows B

laterally above diac 202 through openings 101 and

subsequently guided via arrows P in spiral form through

the spiral- shaped housing over a dose of powder P. Owing
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to the long air path in spiral form, the powder will in

practice not leave the device 100 via the spiral •shaped

path, or hardly so. In addition to tbe possibility of

creating a long air path, tbe lateral suction has the

5 advantage that the user will be unable or hardly able to

cover openings 101 with ens or mere fingers, this

embodiment is provided with oeven csvities for receiving

materiel for inhaling, for instance for dally use of

medication. The diameter of tbe disc -like component

10 amounts to for instance 32 mm, in contrast to the

embodiment for four doses, wherein this dimension can

amount to for instance 35 no.

In tbe embodiment 110 Iflg. 13) a component 111

provided with a number of, for instance four, blades is

IS eat into rotating movement during inhalation by the air

flow as indicated with arrows O. In the space between two

bladea the air is guided over a cavity in which powder p
ia situated so that such powder can be inhaled. The

device of fig. 13 can have the same dimensions as the

20 above stated device of fig. 13.

It will be apparent that the above described

preferred embodiments, particularly those of fig. 6-13,

prevent powder falling out of the inhaler if it is used

upside down.

25 The present invention is not limited to the

above described preferred embodiments thereof; the rights

sought are defined by the following claims, within tbe

scope of which many modifications can be envisaged.
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1. Device for inhaling medication, comprising

i

- a firat bousing part provided with one or
more cavities in which a dose of a pre-determined

quantity of medication can be arranged; and

5 • a second housing part which is fixed

substantially non-reloasahly to the firat bousing part,

wherein the first and second housing parte are

movable relative to one another between a first position
wherein the cavities with powdered medication are closed

10 and a second position in which the cavity is placed into
connection with an air path and the medication can be

inhaled.

2. Device as claimed in claim 1, wherein a

mouthpiece for inhaling the medication is provided by one

15 component of the housing or both components together.

3. Device as claimed in claim 3 or 2, wherein

the movable component is rotatable.

4. Device as claioed in claim 3, wherein tbe

movable component ia only rotarable in one direction.

20 s. Device as claimed in claim 3 or 4, wherein

the movable component is substantially diac-shaped and

provided with s central air inlet opening for admitting

air and s number of receiving cavities for receiving a

cm t^ipuiid1ng number of doses

.

3S 6. Device as claioed in any of the foregoing

claims, provided with counting means for counting the

number of doses still available.

7. Device as claimed in any of the foregoing

claims, provided with a liquid-tight packaging such as a

30 blister pack or sachet.

8. Device as claioed in any of the foregoing

claims, wherein a clicking sound is audible ia the second

position.
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* Device e» claimed in any of the claias J-e,
wherein the rotatable coaponent is provided with
corrugations or gripping surfaces.

10. Device ea claimed in any or the foregoing
S claioo. wherein the first and second housing parts are

provided with respective conical parts fitting onto each
other for non-releasablo mutual fixing thereof.

11. Device as claioed in any of the foregoing
dales, wherein the movable pert is blocked in a final

10 position wherein no further dose is available.

13. Device ss claioed in any of the claias 3-

11. wherein with further rotation a non- inhaled dose is

closed off fros the environment.

13. Device as claioed in any of the claias 2-

1> 13, provided with an edge on the mouthpiece.

li. Device as claioed in one or enre of the

claias 4-14, provided with a ratchet eechanisa for

allowing the movable coeponent to rotate in only one

direction.

20 15. Device as claioed in claio XX, 13, 13 or

14, provided with blocking means on the outside of the
device for blocking the aovable part in the final

position.

It. Device as clalaed in one or eore of the

23 foregoing claias, provided with closing means which In
the rest position close off a dose and which are coved
out of the closing position by inhalation in order to
release the dose.

If. Device as clalaed in claim IS. wherein the

30 closing means cocprise a foil.

It. Device as claioed in claim IS, wherein the

closing means comprise M rotatable and slldable valve.

39. Device as claimed in one or eore of the
foregoing claias, wherein sa air suction opening is

35 arranged on the underside of the device.

20. Device as clalaed in one or more of the

foregoing claias, provided with a collecting cavity
arranged in the top part of the mouthpiece for collecting
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a dose of medication in upside-down position of the
device.

21. Device as clsiaed la one or more of the
foregoing claims, provided with blocking oeans for

5 blocking the mutual rotating movement in upside-down
position of the device.

22. Device ss clalaed in one or more of the
foregoing claias, provided with s substantially spiral

-

shaped air path.

10 2). Device ss claimed in one or more of the
foregoing claims, provided with • rotatable element with
blades.

3« . Device ss claimed in one or more of the
foregoing claims, provided with one or more sir inlet

15 openings arranged in the side wall.
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